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Objectives and Guidelines
Following are the chief objectives of the Journal
1. To promote and undertake activities related to the development of Education, particularly
teacher education
2. Experiment innovative methods in teaching- learning process
3. Propagate the activities of Thamizhaga Institute of Educational Research & Advancement.
4. Propagate the Events of Thamizhaga Institute of Educational Research & Advancement that
promote or popularize teacher Education and culture.
5. Encourage research scholars to undertake research projects.
6. Offering academic help to researchers through publications.
7. Publish articles related to fulfilling the above objectives.
Guidelines to the Contributors of Articles.
KARKKA KARPIKKA invites articles and research papers from scholars who are interested in the field of
Education and Culture. Presently this publication is of 64 pages of size 18cms X 25cms. The printed area
is 15cms X 21cms.
1. Contributors are requested to mail their writing to karkkakarpikka@gmail.com on or before the
last date of the month previous to the month of publication of the Issue.
2. Pages are formatted by the DTP experts of this office, no formatting restriction is needed. Any
how, the length of the article or Research paper should be 3 to 4 pages preferably in ARIEL font.
3. Article in TAMIL of HINDI should be in Unicode (Latha in Tamil), Mangal in Hindi.
4. The right of publication is vested with Editorial Board and the Publisher of the Journal.
5. The Decision of the Publisher is final.
6. The standard of the Articles are Paper is decided by the Publisher.
7. Writers are responsible for the content of the Article or Paper.
8. Plagiarism is strictly not permitted.
9. If the Article exceeds the limit of prescribed page, it will be published as an ‘continuation’ in the
subsequent issues.
10. No fees is expected from the contributors of Articles or Papers. However life subscription Is
earnestly expected .

